scout tents

PERSIA
living area

total weight

16.8 m2

29.3 kg

accommodation for

tent code

12 persons

300/208

base fabric

PES and TanCate cotton blend (50/50)
around 420 g/m²
water-repellent impregnated (450 mm HH)
anti-rot and anti-mold treated
two - layer window

mesh: 100% PES, plasticised, resistant
from -30 ⁰C to +70 ⁰C
canvas lid: base fabric
closing system

YKK zippers, key with two pendants
bottom

durable PE fabric

colour chart

the tent is stored in its own bottom
frame

galvanised and passivated steel
3-piece central pole: 1 pcs, 250 cm, ø 28 × 1 mm
2-piece standing poles: 2 pcs, 160 cm, ø 25 × 1 mm
corner poles: aluminium, 4 pcs, 60 cm, ø 19 × 1 mm
accessories

PVC pegs: 28 pcs, 22 cm
K2 steel pegs: 5 pcs, 24 cm
synth. ropes with aluminium tensioners:
8 pcs, 40 cm; 12 pcs, 150 cm; 2 pcs, 300 cm
bags (packaging): 2 pcs
250

dimensions ( two ridge heights )

width: 410 cm
160

length: 410 cm
ridge height: 250/160 cm
side height: 60 cm

60

weight

canvas (bag/packaging): 21.8 kg
frame: 6 kg
accessories: 2 kg
full transport bags

dimensions ( volume )

canvas + frame: 1 pcs, ø 40 × 80 cm (0.1 m3)

250

accessories: 1 pcs, ø 20 × 120 cm (0.037 m3)

160

60

410

410

scout

persia

uporaba
— A product with tradition
— Selection of quality input materials that provide a
favourable climate in the room
— 5-year warranty
— Slovenian product
— 100% sustainable product

PERSIA is a multi-purpose group tent comfortable
for the whole family and at the same time suitable for
garden fun.
It has a removable bottom made of durable PE fabric,
which also serves as a tent packing bag. Due to the
fabrics used, the tent is bright and airy in itself, and
the large entrance door with the large window on the
opposite side further increases the feeling of airiness.
The climate in the tent is therefore extremely pleasant.
The entire tent is mounted on a composite central pole
and two side poles, while the sides are held in shape by
four corner poles. The sides of the tent are liftable, which
means that the tent can be used in three versions, as:
— a usual group tent,
— with raised sides to increase the airiness of the room,
— an aesthetic canopy/sunshade with a large surface
with the bottom removed.

TENT MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
Brush the canvas parts and, if necessary, wash them with
a jet of water. Use only a softer brush. Spread out the
tent and let it dry. Wash the frame and let it dry. Canvas
parts, frame parts, and accessories should be packed
and stored exclusively completely dry.
Machine washing, dry-cleaning, bleaching, tumble
drying or ironing of canvases is not allowed. Tears and

water - repellent

fabric

strong

uv - resistant

5- year

durable

fabric

fabric

other damage to the outer canvas should be repaired by
the manufacturer.

breathable

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

fabric

warranty

fabric

The tent is manufactured in accordance with the
Prestandard SIS EN-1999-1-1, Eurocode pt. 9. Technical
documentation and static assessment are created
in accordance with the first indent of Article 5 of the
Mechanical Resistance And Stability of Construction
Works (Official Gazette of RS No. 101/2005).

fabric resistant to

automatic

mold and rot

humidity control
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